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Deep Purple film to include rare Tommy 
Bolin footage 
 

 
The footage has never before been released, nor has it appeared on bootleg. 
Credits:  
Deep Purple film includes rare Tommy Bolin footage. 

 
Deep Purpleʼs long-awaited concert rockumentary ʻPhoenix Risingʼ 
will be released on June 28, 2011, and will give offer more revelations 
about what has become a near legendary, but ill-fated story. Three 
versions of the film will be available, respectively one on Blu-Ray, one 
on DVD, and also as a two-disc DVD/CD package. The film is 
released by Eagle Rock Entertainment, which released the Grammy-
winning Johnny Depp narrated DVD ʻWhen Youʼre Strange,ʼ about 
Jim Morrison and the Doors. 

In addition to interviews with Jon Lord and Glenn Hughes, the film 
includes never-before released, 30 minute footage of the band, filmed 
live in concert in Japan in 1976 with Tommy Bolin in the line up, as 
Deep Purple performs “Burn,” “Getting Tighter,” “Love Child,” “Smoke 
On The Water,” “Lazy,” “Homeward Strut,” “You Keep On Moving” 



and “Stormbringer.” It is notworthy that this is among the only existing 
video footage that showcases Bolinʼs musical performances with the 
band. Amazingly, it has never even appeared on bootleg. 

These eight songs, recorded as the band “Rises Over Japan,” are 
also heard on the accompanying CD, which is graced by musicians 
Tommy Bolin on guitar, lead vocalist David Coverdale, bassist Glenn 
Hughes, keyboardist Jon Lord and Ian Paige on drums. The CD 
showcases the talents of the band quite well considering the ordeals 
the band had recently been through. Coverdaleʼs powerful voice is 
impressive, and it rivals that of any of his contemporaries of the day. 

Both available versions of the film feature an accompanying 28-page 
booklet with reprints from articles that appeared ʻRecord World,ʼ 
which will bring back dramatic memories of the saga that preceded 
nine years of silence from the band. 

The DVDʼs 90 minute ʻGettinʼ Tighterʼ documentary consists of 
interviews with Deep Purple band members Glen Hughes and John 
Lord about the interworkings of the skyrocketing band before the ʼ76 
split. 

Music fare in the film includes tracks recorded at Budokan on 
December 15, 1975, with more alluring performances, including the 
roadworthy “Highway Star.” “Georgia On My Mind” is among other 
live tracks from ʼ75, as memorialized in the MKIV line-upʼs history. 

The footage of Bolin is of particular interest. The legendary guitarist 
died from a combination of heroin, alcohol, cocaine and barbiturates 
on December 4, 1976, while on the road promoting his solo album 
ʻPrivate Eyes.” Bolin's last solo dates were opening slots for Peter 
Frampton and Jeff Beck. His final performance was with Beck in 
Miami, and included his quintessential ʻ70ʼs hard rocker, the lyrically 
appropriate “Post Toastee.” The guitarist was buried wearing a ring 
that Jimi Hendrix wore the day he died in London. 

Paige is the only original member to still play with the band, and to 
this day, he is heard on every one of the bandʼs albums. Coverdaleʼs 
last days with the band were in 1976. Hughesʼ departure resulted in a 



solo album in 1977, followed by an album recorded with Pat Travers. 
He is currently recording a sophomore album with the band Black 
Country Communion, with guitar whiz Joe Bonamassa, Derek 
Sherinian of Dream Theatre, and Jason Bonham, son of the late Led 
Zeppelin drummer John Bonham. 

The story unfolds in the documentary as that lineup of Deep Purple 
would fade to black. 

Hughes explains in great detail that he had been playing with his 
band Trapeze, and Pace, Lord and even Blackmore, had come to see 
him during his three-night stint at the Whiskey A-Go-Go on 
Hollywood, Californiaʼs Sunset Strip.  Comparing the venue to the 
Marquis Club in London, he elaborates that Purpleʼs ʻMade in Japanʼ 
and ʻMachine Headʼ had already been released, and were highly 
successful chart-topping albums. He notes ʻMade In Japan,ʼ with its 
lasting radio hit “Smoke on the Water” as being one of the earliest 
major live albums of the ʻ70ʼs. 

Hughes credits band members Ian Gillian and Roger Glover, who had 
been in the band, for its monumental success. He also points to 
Blackmore, who would soon be leaving the band, due to wanting to 
pursue other musical interests. 

The remaining members of Deep Purple had wanted Paul Rogers to 
take the role as lead singer, but Rogers had already formed Bad 
Company. In the documentary, Hughes and Lord describe a totally 
unknown David Coverdale auditioning for the band, by sending in a 
15-minute tape. Although quite rough, it won him the role of lead 
vocalist for the band. 

Coverdaleʼs “mettle” would be tested at the historic 1974 California 
Jam concert, which attracted 400,000 fans. 

Hughes describes Blackmore as “a key element of the early ʻ70ʼs.” 
He relates a story about Hughes smashing his guitar into one of 
NBCʼs cameras filming Cal Jam. NBC was the promoter of the show. 
Blackmore's rawkus performance resulted in $74,000.00 in damage, 
not a small amount at that time, even by rock and roll standards. 



Hughes, who says he was "sad" to see Blackmore leave the band, 
explains that the guitarist became increasingly interested in working 
with Ronnie James Dio. When the band played Australiaʼs Sunbury 
Pop Festival in ʼ75, Blackmore was still on deck, but it was apparent 
that he would be leaving the group.  

Hughes claimed to have a lack of interest in drugs until an unnamed 
source that was following the Rolling Stones and Zeppelin, and who 
liked to give cocaine as a free gift to members of the those two 
bands, got him hooked on cocaine. Hughes went to great lengths to 
explain that cocaine use was rampant everywhere, from backstage to 
record company meetings held with label executives. Such cocaine 
consumption seemed normal to him, until he stole some of Tommy 
Bolinʼs cocaine. Then he went home and sought legitimate help from 
a doctor, which was solely a “treatment” of benzodiazepines being 
substituted for coke. 
 
Lord professes to have been aware that Hughes had a coke problem, 
while Hughes gives examples of how his coke usage caused him to 
have an erratic countenance. 

Hughes discusses having heard Bolin play on Billy Cobhamʼs 
ʻSpectrumʼ album. Lord describes Bolin as heavily “flawed” as far as 
his addictions, but says he had no idea as to the “extent he was 
addicted.” He added, “I wasnʼt really privy,” but immediately knew 
Bolin was using drugs upon first meeting him, due to his way of dress 
and obviously, his free spirit. 

Hughes and Lord describe being satisfied with album ʻCome Taste 
The Band,ʼ featuring Bolin on guitar, while also noting it was a 
departure from past Deep Purple albums. 

Hughes and Bolin would hire their own staff to take on the road, in 
order to make sure they stayed out of trouble. 

Int he film, the infamous tale unfolds of the bandʼs horrendous 
experience in Jakarta, Indonesia. When the band arrived to play 
there, thousands of people lined the streets. The band were the first 
rockers from either the United States or England to play there. A 



procession of army tanks led the band to their hotel. At the shows, a 
presence of approximately 200 Dobermans brought by the army was 
concerning to Deep Purple. To make matters more precarious, the 
promoter informed the bandʼs manager that he was not going to play 
the band their fee as agreed for playing in front of 200,000 people. In 
the midst of this, one of the bandʼs highly trained security workers, 
Patsy Collins was murdered by being pushed down an elevator shaft 
at the bandʼs hotel. Although entirely innocent, the army arrested 
Hughes, along with the band's minders Neil Slavin and Paddy 
Callahan, and also arrested the bandʼs manager Rob Cooksey, who 
had been notified by the concertʼs promoter that he was going to pay 
the band far less than the fee he had agreed to compensate them for 
playing there. Lord explains of Collins' death, “It was not an accident. 
It was murder.” Each of them were confined separately. 

They soon realized it had been a set-up, before they ever got to the 
country. 

Hughes agrees, “It must have taken 5 or 6 men to grab him and throw 
him down the elevator shaft.” 

“The money we were supposed to make from playing to 250,000 
customers, we had to give to the promoter in order to get out of the 
country,” Hughes commented. The band did not want to play the 
second nightʼs show, but was forced to, at gunpoint. “They let me (out 
to play) a second show on stage, with an armed guard on me, 
pointing (his gun) at me. As soon as I got done, he pulled me off 
stage and threw me back in the clink.” 

Lord said the band did not want to go on stage for the second night's 
show, but were forced to under extreme “diress.” The Dobermans 
were let loose in the audience, and as the band played, they 
helplessly witnessed fans being bitten, attacked and maimed. 

Hughes was afraid that he would be the next to be killed. He 
described a meeting at which “an Idi Amin like figure” was “spinning a 
loaded gun around the table.” 

Hughes angrily recalls that the air had intentionally been let out of the 



tires of the bandʼs airplane by the authorities. Despite illegally making 
a fortune from the bandʼs two gigs, the promoter would not allow the 
band to use the airportʼs equipment or employees to fill back up their 
planeʼs tires. It appeared that the promoter wanted the bandʼs plane 
to crash when leaving the country. 

The bandʼs pilot and roadies had to figure out how to properly get the 
right amount of air in the tires with absolutely no help from anyone. 
The promoter then charged the band "thousands and thousands of 
dollars" to let their own band crew put air in their tires. 

Hughes sadly recalled of his murdered companion, “The only thing 
we had left from Patsy was his shoe. I had it in my hand. Thatʼs all we 
had left.” Paddy would stay behind to take his body back to the UK. 

Lord says he refuses to ever return to the country. 

The next gig was in Japan. In addition to the mournful mood of the 
band as a result of the events in Jakarta, it turned out that the 
promoter of the Jakarta shows had also dosed Bolin with a 
substantial amount of morphine. This resulted in Bolin passing out, 
and laying on his arm for at least eight hours, which greatly affected 
his ability to play as normal during the Japan show. However, Bolin 
compensated for it by barring his fingers when playing, and having 
several guitars in various tunings, ready to play. It would be Deep 
Purple's last gig before Christmas. The band desperately needed a 
break after their homecoming gig in Liverpool. That break would 
come. 

Hughes was unhappy with his continuing drug and alcohol use. Paige 
and Coverdale were increasingly frustrated with issues that included 
Hughes' asubstance buse problems. The night of their final gig in 
Liverpool, Lord became angry with Hughes, and that same night, 
Coverdale informed Lord he was leaving the band. 

Hughes relates that he was oblivious to the fact the band had broken 
up until the night of Paigeʼs wedding. 

Bolin's death at age 25, from an overdose, would occur just a few 



months later. 

In the film, Hughes expressed great affection for Bolin. 

Bolin's manager Barry Fey, who has is not in the documentary, and 
has not yet seen the film, commented, "I put Tommy in Purple, but 
never saw them live together." Fey, who had seen them recording in 
the studio in Germany, added, "Tommy was, as you know, brilliant, 
but he had a serious drug problem. Everybody loved Tommy but 
Tommy." 


